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Chairman’s Report – March 2019 AGM 
 
1. Powder Mill Lane Site 
Main excavation site for SHAAS in 2018 (and 2017), and digging will continue on a 
different target in 2019. The site is part of a Georgian and Victorian industrial complex 
of powder and corn mills, high and low temperature forges, all making use of the River 
Bourne for power. Final phases of the site are linked with the building of the railway and 
Colebrook viaduct in 1845/46 and the partial collapse of the viaduct. The 2019 
archaeology season will focus on the Brokes Mill (Corn Mill) remains adjacent to the 
Bourne River. 
 
The site was used to host the two day Heritage Weekend event in September, and an 
event linked with the National Archaeology week in July. All these events were very 
popular, particularly the Heritage weekend events with more than 50 visitors. 
 
As part of the training aspects of SHAAS, Rosemary Hill has been in charge of recording 
the Site, through sections, plans and also registers of finds and photographs. Rosemary 
has been supported by Simon whose focus has been to complete the context sheets for 
the site. 
 
2. Oare Gunpowder Works Visit 
Di Drummond organised a group visit to the Oare Gunpowder works near Faversham, so 
that we could view a site with many potential similarities to our Powder Mill Lane Site. 
We also visited the Chart Powdermill at Faversham to research the gunpowder making 
process. 
 
 
3. Ridgewaye Allotments  
Southborough Town Council offered to make another allotment available to SHAAS in 
2018 for the purpose of running events for local children, but this offer was not pursued 
due to existing commitments 
 
4. Pembury Society 
The Pembury Society invited SHAAS to perform a metal detecting survey of part of the 
lower green in Pembury, which took place in November 2017, with more than 100 coins 
located. The area being investigated was a forge supporting a coaching Inn, with an 
associated dwelling for the blacksmith, which is supported by documentary evidence 
including pictures and photographs plus maps of the site. SHAAS returned to complete 
the survey area in Spring 2018. 
 
5. Kent High Weald Trust Activities 
In association with KCC, and supported by a heritage lottery grant 
a. Archaeology Taster / Education Days 
SHAAS organised three events for the public on Southborough Common during the 
summer, where people could try digging, finds processing, surveying and metal 
detecting. These were generally very well received and attended, and two further events 
are planned over the summer of 2019. 
b. Hub Display 
As part of the KHWT Secrets of Southborough Common project, SHAAS will create a 
display to be housed in the local community hub. This activity was originally planned for 
2019, but with delays in the construction of the hub, the display will be created in 2020. 
 
 



6. Schools visit 
Simon Bamblett has now developed a training suite of finds to allow children and adults 
to explore archaeology. This training has been provided to two schools during 2018 
including a school in Pembury, and to people attending the archaeology taster days on 
Southborough Common, with further visits planned for 2019.  
PS: Simon also qualified as a Swim England Swimming Instructor this year. 
 
7. SHAAS Research Group 
Di Drummond has started a Research group within SHAAS, which has been very active, 
with support from people including Rosemary Hill, Wil Crittenden, Jenny Burgess, David 
Harris and Tony Evans. The group has been researching the historical information about 
the Powder Mill site and surrounding area, and Di will provide an overview of the 
current research as part of the Powder Mill Lane site overview. 
 
8. SHAAS Metal-Detecting Group  
John Turley, in association with Tony Evans, Rick Stewart and Terry Cheeseman (and 
Michael Sawyer), have established a Metal Detecting group. This group has currently 
explored the Railway field and the Pig Stye area adjacent to the Powder Mill Lane Site, 
and a further survey is planned for Spring 2019 to cover the site of the new Mill 
excavations planned for 2019 in the same vicinity. 
 
9. Local Society & Council Articles 
Articles were written for the Southborough Society newsletter, the Southborough 
Cricket Club newsletter, two for Southborough Town Council newsletter.  
 
10. Young Archaeologist Club 
Activities to support young archaeologist in the area have been “put on hold” pending 
resources to organise events for the young archaeologists. If anyone would like to 
organise these activities then please talk with me at the end of the AGM and we will be 
happy to discuss how to make progress. 
 

  



Powder Mill Lane Site Report – March 2019 AGM 
Summary 
 
Site is part of a Georgian and Victorian industrial complex of powder and corn mills, 
high and low temperature forges, all making use of the River Bourne for power. The site 
contains multiple levels of successive buildings, ending with the building shown on the 
1840 Tithe Map, and starting with the section of wall in the revetment, which is 
probably Georgian and may represent the basal part of a water wheel, which provided 
power to the building. Earlier Tudor bricks found in Trench A hint at nearby early 
structures representing the first industrial origins of the site. References to “river” in 
this summary represent a generalised waterway / mill pond with limited and 
decreasing water flow, with the river Bourne finally following its current path on the 
other side of the mill pond field. 
 
Lower Section Trenches 
 
Trench A is the largest trench with a revetment to the North which includes the 
Georgian section of wall, which may contain the lower section of a waterwheel support. 
The material extracted is largely river silt deposited over several centuries, which has 
preserved the artefacts in good condition. Finds range from Clay pipes, bottles and 
domestic crockery, through to parts of batteries, railway related artefacts, and 
agricultural tools such as a scythe. Trench A also records slag layers and charcoal layers 
close to the revetment. The changes in colour and texture of the extracted soil, plus 
variations in the density of artefacts, indicates changing conditions and also changes in 
nearby land usage. The Eastern end of Trench A contained a dense section of large rocks 
which may represent a jetty base or a river bank extension to protect the downstream 
water wheel from being damaged by debris. 
 
Trench E is East of trench A, and contains the Eastern end of the revetment and 
associated cobbled and rubble surface. Abutting the end of the revetment is a linear 
brick structure which runs roughly North-South and which passes below the public 
footpath to emerge into trench D, before continuing North below the embankment into 
Railway property. The linear brick structure is well built with parallel lines of bricks 
capped with bricks at right angles and with a small central space. The southern terminal 
of the structure abuts a region of debris which may be a small foundation or a soak-
away.  
 
Trench F is West of trench A, and was established to explore the western continuation 
of the revetment, and also to act as a training trench for visiting clubs and schools 
visitors. The Western end of the revetment was identified, with the revetment structure 
becoming progressively less sturdy, suggesting that the main function of the revetment 
was to support a limited length of riverbank located in Trench A, probably matching the 
position of the building shown in the 1840 Tithe map. 
 
Upper Section Trenches 
 
Trenches B, C and G contain a cobbled & rubble surface a few cm below the land 
surface, with local stone and brick fragments, which is too soft to be a courtyard surface, 
and either represents a sub-building layer or is part of the later water management 
system for the viaduct. Trenches C and G were located to explore the extent of the 
cobbled surface, and further test pits to the West have confirmed the extent of the 
surface, which approximately matches the extent of the revetment.  
 



Trench D is located in the north-east part of the site, and contains domestic (bottles and 
crockery) plus industrial (batteries, Leclanche cell) and railway artefacts. The highest 
section of the trench contain horizontal slabs of concrete sloping slightly down to the 
river to help water run-off, or to provide a hard surface for moving materials to the 
embankment / viaduct. The linear brick feature found in Trench E passes through the 
Western end of Trench D, and the Western and Southern sections of the trench contain 
large voids filled with large rocks, suggesting either a cellar or a subsurface storage area, 
filled with later building debris. The metal post consisting of a section of railway line 
positioned vertically in this trench only extended 10 cm below the surface and was 
cemented in place indicating a deliberate action to create the above ground structure, 
which must have had a distinct function (possibly for use as part of a pulley or part of 
older fencing). 
 
Overall Site 
 
This site is contained within a landscape with powder mills, corn mills, forges (high and 
low temperature), hop processing buildings, and general farm labourer and storage 
buildings. There have been a series of buildings associated this site, possibly dating back 
to Tudor times, with different usages, and the revetment shows layers of slag and 
cobbles with rubble, plus the section of Georgian brickwork representing the likely 
lower section of a waterwheel 
 
This season we have excavated down to understand the structures exposed in 2017, and 
confirmed the significance of the revetment (and associated cobbled / rubble surface) to 
support building structures on the North bank of the river. There were almost certainly 
a series of buildings constructed on the same location to take advantage of water power 
and whose function changed over time as industrial requirements changed, ultimately 
being demolished around the time when the railway was built. The construction of the 
railway and Colebrook viaduct in 1845/46, with the partial collapse of the viaduct, 
which resulted in debris falling into the site, marked the final phase of industrial activity 
on the site. 
 
Now for the results from the Research Team and the Metal Detecting Team: 
 

  



SHAAS Financial Summary – 2018 to 2019 
 

Opening Balance : 12/02/2018 - 
£638.04  
Closing Balance : 24/02/2019 - 
£693.11  

   

Categories   

   

Payment In   

Subscriptions (+ Donations)  £108.28 

KHWT (+ Donations) £455.00 

Total In  £563.28 

   

Payment Out   

Equipment  £60.00 

Insurance (2018 + 2019) £221.12 

Provisions  £49.13 

Web-Site Annual Fee £133.56 

Web-site Monthly  £44.40 

Total Out  £508.21 

   

Summary   

Opening Balance  £638.04 

Payments In (Addition) £563.28 

Total Monies  £1,201.32 

Payments Out (Subtraction) £508.21 

Closing Balance  £693.11 

 


